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Safety wasn't a popular subject around Ford. The tube leading to the gas-tank cap would be ripped away from
the tank itself, and gas would immediately begin sloshing onto the road around the car. Ford adopted a policy
of allowing a certain number of people to die or be injured even though they could have prevented it. The trial
marked the first time that an American corporation was prosecuted on criminal chargesâ€”in this case,
reckless homicide. Ford On January 15, , the Ford Motor Company went on trial on charges of reckless
homicide in the death of three Indiana teenagers who burned to death after their Fort Pinto was hit from behind
by a van. Whenever a problem was raised that meant a delay on the Pinto, Lee would chomp on his cigar, look
out the window and say 'Read the product objectives and get back to work. Investors or venture capitalists are
more willing to put their money in the businesses which they can trust. He underwent numerous and extensive
surgeries and skin grafts and faced additional surgeries over the next ten years. The Pinto was discontinued in
fall  She was rear-ended at 28 MPH. Shareholders too, remain satisfied with the practices of an ethical
businesses. The corporate social responsibility of Ford has not something to do with ethics. Gray died a few
days later of congestive heart failure as a result of the burns. It is product liability and precaution cost, Ford
might have been considered the so called ordinary care standard to which there is a certain degree of care in
evaluating a decision. In our opinion, with this particular case CSR can be managed by Ford, since they have
new designs and alternative ways of to address the problem. What safety. Also, an ethical business puts
greater value on its employees and thus, employees remain loyal to such an organization too. The company
studied economic and financial impact but did not evaluate the risk of social distress. The buckled gas tank
would be jammed up against the differential housing that big bulge in the middle of your rear axle , which
contains four sharp, protruding bolts likely to gash holes in the tank and spill still more gas. Thus, ethics
creates goodwill and builds long-term relationships, and that cannot be denied. The decision seems to be a
deliberately disregard human life. Late in , Ford recalled all Pinto models 1. On January 15, , the Ford Motor
Company went on trial on charges of reckless homicide in the death of three Indiana teenagers who burned to
death after their Fort Pinto was hit from behind by a van. Besides, tooling was already well under way.
Lawsuits Grimshaw v. Shortly after this lane change, the Pinto suddenly stalled and coasted to a halt in the
middle lane. A Ford Galaxie traveling immediately behind the Pinto was unable to avoid colliding with it.
This will result in better and efficient utilization of the business resources Satisfying Basic Human Needs
Creating Credibility Uniting People and Leadership: Improving Decision Making Long Term Gains: Securing
the Society: Ethics tries to create a sense of right and wrong in the organizations and often when the law fails,
it is the ethics that may stop organizations from harming the society or environment. February 15,  The
importance of business ethics can be understood from the fact that it helps the businesses in achieving its goal
of profitmaking by creating goodwill for the business in the market, increasing its loyalty among the
customers, by aiding in employee retention and by maximum utilization of its resources. But the problem is
Ford already forecast and assumes future liability from a defective product. It is a kind and degree of care
which careful and cautious men would use, such as required by the necessity of the case, and such as is
necessary to guard against probable danger. If the management or seniors of an organization follow ethical
business practices, i. The gas tank ruptured; fumes filled the car; a spark ignited; the car exploded in a ball of
fire. It is also said that there is a moving standard of negligence that vary on situations, Ford should have taken
some kind of preventive measure in advance that could have foreseeable prevented the harm. It is the things
that remains intangible, and if can be weighted and valued depends on individual perception.


